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SAMPLE Test MA English

Instructions
1) Attempt all questions on the answer sheet.
2) Read the following passage and answer all questions.

1) In an enormous cavern somewhere in Scotland lie hundreds of sleeping warriors. They have slumbered for centuries. Their horses are asleep, too. They await the breaking of a spell placed upon them hundreds of years ago. They sleep until the time comes when Scotland shall need them. Outside the cavern hangs a horn upon which three blasts must be blow to rouse the sleepers to actions. Once only has the horn been sounded, when a great crisis arose, and the men were needed? Someone went to rouse them. He blew the first blast. The warriors awoke and raised themselves upon their elbows. The horses shook their harness, and champed their bits. This is so terrified the messenger the he fled.
There they lie in the darkness of the cavern, awaiting the second and the third blasts that will never come. The horn is still there too. But alas! no one knows where the cavern is.

I. When the horn blew, what happened?

a) to the men:

b) to the horses:

II. Why has no one go to rouse the sleepers since that time?

III. It was necessary to rouse the sleepers since that time?

IV. The horses champed their bits. Does this mean?

A. they moved their mouthpieces with their teeth and made a rattling sound.
B. they tried to find a champion amongst themselves.
C. they ate their food.

V. From the following list, choose words and phrases that describe the man after he had blown the horn:

Frightened, alarmed, undismayed, panic-stricken, unafraid, brave as a lion, bold as brass, white as a sheet, with hair on end, valiant, terror-stricken, unflinching, composed.

2) Fill in each sentence with the most appropriate word.

I. Their heated ____________ about the role of women in society let to a quarrel.

A. speech
II. He found a ___________ to take the blame for the failure of enterprise.

A. prey  
B. scapegoat  
C. criminal  
D. quarry  
E. offender

III. Being an ___________ bachelor, he is always seen in the company of girls.

A. illegible  
B. eligible  
C. liar  
D. enviable  
E. intelligible

IV. Most students have a ___________ to accept everything their teacher says without question.

A. practice  
B. weakness  
C. fondness  
D. tendency  
E. passion

V. I am ___________ to be prosecuted if I drive without a license.

A. Inclined  
B. able  
C. possible  
D. liable  
E. probable
3) Critically appreciate the following poem:

They have not chosen me,” he said,
“But I have chosen them!”
Brave ------Broken hearted statement-----
Uttered in Bethlehem!

I could not have told it,
But since Jesus dared-----
Sovereign! Know a Daisy
They dishonor shared!

4) Read the passage carefully and make a précis and suggest a suitable tile.

Richard’s theory states that words are symbolic and do not have precise definitions; rather, the meaning of words is determined by the context in which the word is used. According to Richards, context refers not only to the current situation, but also to a speaker’s lifetime of experiences. Richards uses the semantic triangle to illustrate his belief that there is a direct causal relationship between a thought and a symbol and a thought referent; however, the path between symbol and referent is ambiguous. The lack of a clear connection between symbol and referent causes misunderstanding to arise if communicators do not share the same meaning of words. Richards proposes four remedies to alleviate such misunderstanding: defining words, using metaphors, anticipating the effect of words, and the use of simple words.

Richard’s claim that words are inherently meaningless implies that communication is fallible. In other words, speakers can never be sure that their messages are accurately conveyed because of their different experiences. Further, Richards implies that we all go into interactions blindly because the meaning of words is context driven. The context-driven nature of words makes intercultural communication particularly impossible because of the lack of shared experiences between communicators. In turn, Richard’s theory implies that the only people who are effective communicators are those who have shared experiences with their audience, can identify with their audience by taking their listener’s perspective, or take the time to name things in the environment together with their audience.

5) Write an essay on any one of the following topics. (350-400 words)

1. Islam and West
2. Literature and Society
3. Role of working woman in country’s economy
4. Uprising in Arab States
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